PREMIUM MODULAR
BATHROOM PODS

A SIMPLE SOLUTION
Traditional on-site bathroom constructions  are a notorious source of dramas
and delays. Budget blowouts, scheduling disruptions , waterproofing failures
and post-construction defects are  frequently linked to bathrooms in multi-unit
building projects.  
Simply put, a building site is far from the ideal place to build a bathroom. Weather
conditions, restricted site access and more than 10 trades working on a single room,
combine to make bathroom construction far more complicated than it should be.
Interpod’s pre-fabricated bathroom pods simply eliminate these complications from
the construction process. Experience shows that using bathroom pods can reduce
overall construction time by up to 30% while minimising labour costs and
increasing quality control.
Leading construction companies in Europe have been using pre-fabricated bathrooms
in their projects for decades. Interpod is revolutionising the approach to bathroom
construction in Australia with a local, reliable  and quality assured solution.

Ask yourself - how much time, cost and effort could you save by
taking onsite bathroom construction out of your critical path?

Easy integration with
standard building methods

Ultra-thin floor eliminates the
need for slab set downs

WHY INTERPOD
BATHROOMS?

	Reduced construction time
	Substantial project
cost savings
	Streamlined project
management
	One point of contact from
design to installation
	Reduced environmental
impact through waste
minimisation
	Greater control over
the cost of materials
	Superior build quality
and finishes
	Backed by a
seven-year warranty

A BETTER WAY TO BUILD BATHROOMS
Introducing Interpod bathrooms. Our innovative modular building solutions are designed for builders, developers
and architects seeking to include premium bathrooms in their construction programs while:
Reducing construction time

Maximising efficiency

Increasing profitability

Maintaining quality control

Interpod bathrooms are produced and assembled in our purpose-built facilities in NSW. Cutting-edge technology
and a seamless production line process ensure a finely crafted, made to order product. Stringent monitoring
throughout the process guarantees consistently high quality results.
Our bathroom pods are tailored to your specifications and come completely fitted out with floor and wall tiles/vinyl,
light fittings, fixtures and appliances. Pods are fully tested and BCA certified before being delivered to site as
completed units.
Once positioned, a simple process connects the building’s electrical, plumbing and ventilation systems
– in just 2 to 3 hours on site, the bathroom is complete.     

Our streamlined, offsite construction process means maximum
efficiency and a shorter time to market for your project.

WHO WE ARE
Engineering revolutionary alternatives to traditional building methods,
Interpod Offsite are the leading company in Australia producing
pre-fabricated bathroom pods for large projects. We manufacture
premium bathroom pods for the residential apartment, healthcare,
hospitality, defence and student accommodation sectors.
With a commitment to flexibility and innovation, we custom build
bathroom pods to meet the unique requirements of architects,
developers, designers and builders. Our pods aren’t bound by design
limitations – we work closely with you to produce a high quality solution
with the same bespoke look and feel as premium site-built bathrooms.

With 60 years of combined experience in offsite building,
our management team are equipped with superior
expertise in designing, producing and installing modular
solutions across a variety of applications.

WHAT ARE OUR
CUSTOMERS SAYING?

“

Using Interpod has
been a seamless
process; the ease of
design, programme and
installation is substantial
in comparison to
traditional methods.”  

“

Through the process
we were able to shave
months off the overall
project programme
which in turn saved a
considerable amount of
P&G cost.”  

“

The use of pod
bathrooms have allowed
us to bring the job in
on time and on budget,
and this wouldn’t
have happened with a  
traditional build.”

“

We have had a
very good working
relationship with
Interpod, and we will
have no hesitation
in recommending
Interpod.”

“
Interpod Production Facilities - NSW

Interpod have been
really good in working
in with us, both with
planning  and with
their ability to work
offsite and keep the
project in parallel.”

THE INTERPOD PROCESS  FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION

1

2
1 DESIGN &
PROPOSAL

2
PROTOTYPE

 reliminary plans and
P
finishes schedules are
all that’s required to
develop the proposal

 nce production drawings
O
and supply agreement are
signed off, the prototype
bathroom is constructed

 oncept drawings
C
are prepared for each
bathroom variation

 he prototype can be
T
inspected and modified
if required by the
architect/builder

 uilt to architect’s
B
individual specifications
- no design limitations

 his becomes the
T
standard which all pods
for the project are built to

3
3
MANUFACTURE
Starts earlier than on-site
bathrooms, ensuring
completion to schedule
 onitored for quality and
M
compliance at every step

4
4
TRANSPORTATION
 he finished pods
T
are delivered
by truck to site
based on your
project’s timeline
requirements
 eliveries are
D
staged according
to the project
schedule
 ecure storage
S
available to provide
for site delays

5
5
INSTALLATION
 ods are installed at a rate
P
of up to 10 units per day
 ods can be craned
P
directly into position
level-by-level, or onto
platforms and wheeled
into place
Interpod provides
the builders site team
with any training and
specialist equipment
required

6
6
CONNECTION
 ll pod services terminate
A
at predetermined connection
points for easy hook-up
by site trades
 ow-skill, quick-fit
L
connections used
wherever possible
 he completed
T
bathroom pod is
indistinguishable
from a high-end
site-built bathroom

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Are your bathrooms manufactured in Australia?
Our bathrooms are fully designed and manufactured in
Australia and meet or exceed all relevant Australian
Standards and building codes.
Can you manufacture a custom shape or layout?
Yes. Our bathrooms are 100% custom manufactured and
can be tailored to suit virtually any design, installation
and functional requirements.
Can I choose my own colours, finishes and fittings?
Absolutely. You are never limited to choosing from a
catalogue of interior elements. You have the freedom
to select any colour, fitting and finish you desire.
Do I need to change the construction process to
accommodate an Interpod bathroom?
Changes, if any, are minimal. We require room to insert
the pod, and sometimes a small recess in the slab.
What is your production capacity?
We have the capacity to produce up to 200 pods per month
across our Gosford and Singleton production facilities.
How much notice do you need?
The earlier we are involved in the project, the better,
however we can be included as late as three months before
the bathrooms are required. Although the suggestions we
make are often minor, they can make a big difference towards
reducing overall construction times.
Is there a minimum order quantity?
Experience shows that benefit is obtained when projects
have 20 bathrooms or more. Minimising the number of
bathroom types is critical to achieving maximum savings.

	Want to know more about the Interpod advantage?
Talk to our team and discuss your upcoming project in detail.

CONTACT US
REQUEST A QUOTE
TALK TO A PROJECT CONSULTANT
INSPECT OUR FACTORY

1300 007 637
info@interpod.com
www.interpod.com

